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C-4 * DPO II

DUI

Sworn Subject was stopped for driving without headlights.  Subject failed Field 

Sobriety Tests and Field Breath Test resulted in BAC: .11 and .11.    Subject's 

blood sample however resulted in a BAC less than .08. **  Subject failed to 

timely report the incident.

Case dismissed due to 

insufficient blood sample

Substantiated finding for Failure to Report. 

Letter of Reprimand issued.
OIR did not concur with Department action.

OIR recommended 2 day suspension 

C-10 DPO II

Unauthorized Use of Computer Data

Sworn Subject's wife allegedly purchased a stolen phone without his 

knowledge and they proceeded to have it activated at a store. When they 

returned to the store to pick up the phone law enforcement officers were 

waiting for them.  At this time the Subject consented to a vehicle search. Print 

outs of confidential records were found in the vehicle with the name of the 

Subject's son.  

Subject entered into conditional plea 

of guilty to unlawful access to 

confidential information

Administrative Investigation complete Review of investigation pending

C-11 DPO II

Traffic Collision (pedestrian)

Sworn Subject voluntarily reported that while driving she struck a pedestrian 

who later died.  Subject was found not at fault by law enforcement agency.   

Subject's blood sample determined no alcohol/drug content.   Subject was not 

arrested or given a citation. 

No criminal filing.
No administrative action.

Case closed after review of facts.
OIR concurred with Department action

C-27 SDPO

Domestic Violence    

Sworn Subject was involved in an altercation with his wife.  The wife was 

upset that Subject was speaking to his children of previous marriage. Wife bit 

the Subject and hit him with a dog leash.  Subject allegedly threatened the 

wife with a knife and then threw a water bottle at her (missing her).  Subject 

called the police. Both were arrested.  Subject notified the Department of the 

incident. 

DA declined to file charges due to 

insufficient evidence to determine 

who was the aggressor and neither 

desired prosecution

Administrative Investigation complete.  

Unsubstantiated for Conduct Unbecoming 

(wife recanted during the administrative 

interview) 

OIR recommended administrative investigation.                    

OIR concurred with finding.

          *  This chart contains a summary of criminal investigations of Probation Department employees stemming from incidents in calendar year 2011.  

         **  Presumptive legal limit for driving under the influence in California is .08 percent blood alcohol or more. 
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C-28 DPO I

DUI

Sworn Subject  was pulled over for speeding.  Officer determined Subject was 

driving under the influence of alcohol.  Subject was cooperative.  BAC results 

were  .19 and .20.

Subject has prior DUI conviction within five years.

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI Early settlement agreement offer for 

20 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

C-29 DPO I

DUI

Sworn Subject was cited for driving under the influence of alcohol.  Subject 

failed to report the incident to a supervisor, per Department policy.

Subject pled guilty to DUI Early settlement agreement offer for

5 day suspension

    OIR concurred with Department action ***

C-30 SDSO

Domestic Violence

Sworn Subject (supervisor) had a dispute with his wife.  The wife went into a 

car and got on a cell phone.  Subject allegedly tried to pull his wife out of the 

car to take away the cell phone, and as a result, scratched her arm.

Subject pled "no contest" 

to spousal battery
Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-31 DPO I

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over for speeding.  Once pulled over, Subject 

exhibited his probation badge and identified himself as a Probation Officer. 

Subject reportedly told officers that they should not have arrested him since 

he is  "f***ing law enforcement."   Officers determined Subject was driving 

under the influence of alcohol based on sobriety tests. When being 

transported to jail, the Subject struggled with officers.  BAC result was .18. 

Subject pled guilty to DUI Pending
OIR recommended Early settlement 

agreement for 15 day suspension

C-32 DPO I

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over for traffic violations.  Officers detected the 

smell of alcohol and had the Subject perform the Field Sobriety Tests.  

Subject was cooperative with officers but failed to notify Department of arrest.  

BAC results were: .14 and .14.

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI
Early settlement agreement offer for

5 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

           * * * Level of discipline for administrative consequences of DUI conviction conforms to Department's old Guidelines for Discipline.  For some criminal arrests (including DUI) occurring after Department's adoption of new County-Wide Guidelines 

for Discipline the level of recommended discipline is expected to rise in compliance with county-wide guidelines. 
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C-50 DSO

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over for a non-operative brake lamp.  After a few 

questions from officers and failure to successfully perform Field Sobriety 

Tests, it was determined that Subject was driving under the influence of 

alcohol.  BAC results were .09 and .09.

Subject pled "no contest" to reckless 

driving with alcohol consumption

Early settlement agreement offer for

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action 

C-51 DSO

DUI

Sworn Subject was stopped by law enforcement officers for traveling at 93 

mph.  She admitted to officers that she had consumed beers prior to being 

stopped.  She failed to successfully perform the Field Sobriety Tests and her 

breath test resulted in a BAC of .18 and .18.  

Subject has prior DUI conviction within five years.

Subject pled guilty to DUI Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-53 DSO

Possession of Drug Paraphernalia

Law enforcement officers were contacted by Sworn Subject's stepmother 

after she repeatedly tried to get a response from Subject who was locked in 

the bathroom for two hours.  Officers entered the bathroom and discovered a 

glass pipe with burnt residue.  Subject allegedly admitted to officers that the 

pipe was his and that he has used cocaine for the past two years. 

DA filed charge and later

dismissed. Subject entered into 

diversion program and completed 

Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. 

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-54 DSO

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over for speeding. Subject had slurred and slow 

speech and failed Field Sobriety Tests.  BAC results were .11 and .12.
Subject pled "no contest" to reckless 

driving with alcohol consumption

Early settlement agreement offer for

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

C-55 GSN

DUI with Traffic Collision (Fatal)

Sworn Subject was involved in an automobile accident with a motorcyclist.  

The motorcyclist died as a result of the accident.  Subject tested positive for 

marijuana.  Subject was found at fault for the accident.

Subject pled "no contest" to 

misdemeanor vehicular manslaughter 

without gross negligence and without 

intoxication 

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-56 GSN

DUI

Officers responded to a call regarding two females arguing and shoving each 

other.  When officers arrived the Sworn Subject was outside a vehicle and the 

other female was in the passenger seat.  Subject displayed signs of being 

under the influence of alcohol and admitted to officers that she was driving the 

vehicle.  Two open beer cans were found under the driver's seat.  The BAC 

results were .16 and .16.

Subject pled guilty to reckless driving 

with alcohol consumption

Early settlement agreement for                        

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

C-57 DSO

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over for swerving between lanes on the freeway.  

After sobriety tests were performed it was determined that Subject was under 

the influence of alcohol.  BAC results were .08 and .09.

Subject pled "no contest" to amended 

charge of speeding

Early settlement agreement for                        

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

C-59
GSN

Petty Theft and Possession of Cocaine

Sworn Subject was observed by a worker in a grocery store stealing alcohol, 

deodorant and lemonade.  Law enforcement officers responded, searched the 

Subject and recovered the stolen items as well as a baggy containing a white 

powder substance. Subject told officers that he had stolen the items to 

"impress a girl."

DA declined to file charges

(No analysis conducted on substance. 

Net weight was less than 0.01 grams)

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation 

C-63 Non-sworn employee

Lewd Acts Upon a Child Under 14

Non-Sworn Subject's granddaughter alleged Subject touched her private area 

on two separate occasions when she was sleeping.   The two alleged acts 

occurred approximately five years and one year, respectively, prior to the 

minor reporting the incidents.  Subject was ordered on administrative leave 

pending the outcome of the administrative review of the alleged misconduct. 

Subject's job duties do not involve supervision or contact with minor clients.

DA declined to file charges due to 

insufficient evidence and after review 

of forensic interview 

of the minor

Substantiated finding for Failure to 

notify of arrest. 

2 day suspension

OIR concurred with Department action 
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C-64 Non-sworn employee

DUI

Non-Sworn Subject was pulled over for driving too close behind a car and for 

speeding.  Subject was driving with expired registration tags.  Field Sobriety 

Tests were performed and determined Subject was driving under the influence 

of alcohol.  BAC results was .13.

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI
Early settlement agreement for

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

C-65 Non-sworn employee

Petty Theft

Non-Sworn Subject was arrested on duty for stealing money from a 

Department "honor system" snack bar.  

DA dismissed petty theft case after 

Subject completed 20 hrs of 

community service (diversion 

program). 

Administrative Investigation pending Pending

C-73 DSO

Corporal Injury on a Child

Sworn Subject was arrested for hitting his child with a belt approximately 30 

times on his legs.  Subject was punishing his child for a complaint made to 

him by his child's teacher.  Teacher reported that his child was playing 

basketball with "the big kids." (Conduct apparently not permitted by school 

rules).  Subject was arrested.  Subject notified the Department of his arrest.   

Subject does not have contact with minors as part of his job duties. 

CA filed cruelty to child charge.  

Subject entered into diversion 

program and was required to 

complete one year parenting class 

and counseling. 

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-74 DPO I

DUI

Sworn Subject was arrested at a sobriety checkpoint site.  Field Sobriety Tests 

determined that Subject was driving under the influence of alcohol. Subject 

was cooperative with officers.  BAC results were .09 and .09.
Subject pled guilty to DUI

Early settlement agreement for

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-75 DSO

DUI

Sworn Subject was speeding on the freeway while driving in the carpool lane 

without passengers.  Subject was pulled over and officers determined Subject 

was driving under the influence of alcohol after he failed the Field Sobriety 

Tests.  BAC results were .08 and .08.

DA filed DUI charge.

Jury Trial pending Pending resolution of criminal case Pending

C-76 DPO I 

Domestic Violence

Law enforcement officers responded to a domestic violence incident.  Sworn 

Subject grabbed wife by the hair during an argument and as she pulled away, 

she struck the top of her head against his knee.  No visible injuries to wife. 

DA dismissed case due to  

unavailable witnesses Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation 

C-81 DSO

Threats

Sworn Subject allegedly  made threats to another woman whom she 

suspected was having an intimate relationship with her ex-husband.  The 

woman called law enforcement agency to report the alleged threats.  Subject 

allegedly told the victim she was going to "kick her ass."  Subject also 

allegedly contacted the victim at the victim's work place.

DA declined to file charges

due to insufficient evidence

Administrative Investigation complete

Unsubstantiated finding.  
OIR concurred with finding

C-83 DPO II

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over because vehicle's  headlights were off.  When 

Subject was contacted, she provided  driver's license and identified herself as 

a Probation Officer.  Subject initially refused to submit to a chemical test and 

failed to properly blow into the breath test machine.  

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI
Early settlement agreement for

5 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-84 DPO II

Illegal Use of Electronic Tracking Device

Sworn Subject was questioned by a law enforcement agency after discovery 

that Subject had attached a tracking device (cell phone) to a citizen's car.  

Subject indicated he was trying to help his friend find out if her mother's 

boyfriend was cheating on her.  

Case not submitted to DA

(deemed civil matter)

Substantiated finding for Conduct 

Unbecoming

10 day suspension 

OIR concurred with finding and

Department action 

C-86 GSN

Unlicensed Driver

Sworn Officer was cited for driving on a suspended license.  His license had 

been suspended for failing to have proof of insurance (related to auto 

accident).  Subject did not report the citation or court appearance to the 

Department.

Subject cited for driving without

a license 

Case transferred to Background Unit for 

handling and to confirm Subject's license now 

valid

OIR concurred with Department action

C-88 DPO I

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over by law enforcement officers for tinted front 

windows.  Officers detected a strong odor of alcohol.  Subject failed the Field 

Sobriety Tests.  BAC result was .09.

Subject pled no contest to reckless 

driving with alcohol consumption

Early settlement agreement for           

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

C-89 DPO I

Regulations Affecting Park and Recreation Areas

Sworn Subject was cited for being in a park after hours.  Subject was not 

arrested. Subject pled "no contest" to infraction Worker/Supervisor conference OIR concurred with Department action

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-90 DPO I

Trespassing

Sworn Subject, who appeared to be intoxicated, physically assaulted two 

patrons at a restaurant in another state. Officers arrived and stopped the fight. 

Involved parties declined to file citizen's arrest report.  Later, the Subject was 

being disruptive at another public venue.  Subject was asked to leave the 

premises but refused to do so and identified herself as a Probation Officer.  

After refusing to walk to the security office for processing, Subject was 

handcuffed, placed in a wheelchair and transported to the security office.  

Subject was cited for trespassing.  Subject did not notify Department of the 

law enforcement contact.  Subject made false statements, denying her 

conduct, during the internal affairs interview.   

Criminal case not submitted to DA

Administrative Investigation complete. 

Substantiated finding for: Conduct 

Unbecoming, Untruthful statements, 

Misrepresentation and Misuse of Employee 

Identification and Failure to Report Law 

Enforcement contact.                                                   

Letter of intent to Discharge issued.

OIR concurred with findings.  

OIR concurred with Department action 

with added false statement allegation. 

C-91 DSO

Threats

Sworn Subject made threats to her ex-husband via telephone stating that she 

was going to kill him and his fiancée.   The  ex-husband reported the threat to 

local police.  The Subject was not arrested.

Criminal case not submitted to DA Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-92 DPO I

Affiliation With Parolee

Sworn Subject is involved in a romantic relationship with a parolee.   Subject's 

boyfriend was paroled after serving prison time for second degree murder.  

Subject had accompanied parolee to appointment with his Parole Agent and 

was introduced as parolee's "girlfriend." Subject was not arrested or charged 

with any criminal violation.  

N/A
Substantiated finding for Relationship 

Inconsistent with Department employment. 

Discipline disposition pending.

OIR concurred with finding.  

OIR recommended discharge. 

C-93 GSN

Impersonating an Officer / Assault under color of authority / Battery / 

False Imprisonment

Sworn Subject was allegedly a victim of a hit and run accident.  Subject 

followed vehicle and eventually both drivers pulled off the road.  Subject then 

identified himself as a "peace officer" and ordered the other driver to the 

ground.  Subject then patted down  prone driver until police officers arrived.  

Citizen (driver) filed a lawsuit against the Subject employee and the 

Department. 

DA declined to file criminal case. 

Lawsuit was dismissed 

with prejudice.  

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-94
GSN

Petty Theft / Larceny

Sworn Subject was observed shoplifting a jacket by undercover store security.   

When confronted by security, the Subject denied she had stolen the jacket 

and walked away.   When contacted by police, Subject allegedly admitted she 

had stolen the jacket from the store as well as a box of vitamins and another 

jacket (which was discovered later).   Subject was cited and released at the 

scene.

DA filed petty theft charges and 

later dismissed case "in furtherance

of justice"

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-95 DSO

Day Care Fraud

Sworn Subject's daughter applied and received  government day care money 

by declaring in the application that she worked for her mother (Subject) 40 

hours per week when, in fact, she did not.  The criminal investigation  focused 

on the daughter's conduct and alleged fraud.  Subject's involvement in the 

alleged fraud is unclear.  

DA consideration pending Pending resolution of criminal case Pending

C-96 DPO II

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over by law enforcement officers for drifting 

between lanes on the freeway.  Officers detected alcohol odor on Subject's 

breath.  Subject was unable to perform the Field Sobriety Tests and her Field 

Breath Test results were .21 and .20.

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI
Early settlement agreement for                    

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-97 DSO

Corporal Injury/Spouse Cohab

Law enforcement officers responded to a domestic violence incident.  Sworn 

Subject allegedly grabbed his girlfriend (mother of his child) by the neck and 

arms after an argument at a restaurant/club.  The girlfriend declined medical 

attention and did not complain of pain to officers.  Subject was not arrested. 

Subject failed to notify Department of incident.  

Subject pled "no contest" 

to stalking **** Administrative Investigation Pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-99 DSO

Burglary/Forgery

Sworn Subject allegedly stole a blank check from her niece and forged her 

signature on the check.  Subject tried to cash the $700.00 check.  Bank teller 

contacted law enforcement and Subject was arrested.

DA filed charges.                                      

Criminal case pending. Pending resolution of criminal case Pending

C-100 Clerical staff

DUI

Non-Sworn Subject was stopped at a DUI checkpoint site and displayed 

bloodshot/watery eyes and odor of alcohol.  Field Breath Test resulted in BAC 

.12.

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI
Early settlement agreement for                   

3 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

**** Subject was placed on summary probation and required to pay a fine, pay restitution, enroll in and complete a 52 week domestic violece counseling program and is prohibited from owning, using or possessing any firearms, knives or 

concealable weapons for the next ten years. 

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-102 Non-sworn employee

Battery / Spousal

                                                                                                               

The Subject denied hitting his wife.  Both the Subject and his wife told oficers 

they were not injured and neither had visible injuries.  Subject was arrested.   

When officers responded to a domestic disturbance call the non-sworn 

Subject's children told officers "Daddy hit mama."  The wife told officers that 

during an argument, the Subject slapped her. 

Subject failed to notify Department of incident.

DA filed charge but

later dismissed case
Administrative Investigation Pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-103 Non-sworn employee

DUI

Non-Sworn Subject's vehicle was unoccupied, partially blocking a freeway off 

ramp.  Law enforcement officers noticed numerous emptied and partially 

emptied bottles of beer.  Subject walked toward the vehicle with a can of gas.  

Subject was unable to perform Field Sobriety Tests and the breath alcohol test 

resulted in a BAC of .15. and .15.  Subject failed to notify Department of DUI 

arrest.

Subject has prior DUI conviction within the last five years.

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-104 Clerical staff

DUI

Non-sworn subject was stopped for traveling 57 mph in a 45 mph zone.  

Subject failed to successfully perform the Field Sobriety Tests.  Breath tests 

were administered resulting in BACs of .10 and .10.  

Subject failed to notify the Department of the incident. 

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI
Early settlement agreement for                    

5 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

C-105 DPO

Fraud

Sworn Subject was accused of defrauding the federal government of 

approximately $18,000 in student loans.
Subject indicted by grand jury for 

student loan fraud  

Subject pled guilty to charge

Employee resigned before administrative 

investigation was initiated
N/A

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-106 DSO

Domestic Violence

Sworn Subject was involved in a verbal argument with his wife that escalated 

into a physical altercation.  The Subject allegedly pushed the wife to the 

ground causing injuries to her knees and elbows.  Subject failed to notify 

Department of arrest.

DA filed two counts of misdemeanor 

Spousal Abuse. Subject pled "no 

contest" to disturbing the peace. 

Spousal abuse charges dismissed. 

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-107 GSN

DUI

Sworn Subject was involved in a collision with another vehicle.  Subject was 

found to be at fault for the accident.  Subject failed the Field Sobriety Tests.  

BAC results were  .27 and .27.  Subject failed to notify Department of arrest.
Subject pled "no contest" to DUI Administrative Investigation  pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-108 DSO

Domestic Violence

Subject allegedly grabbed his ex-girlfriend's neck and punched her in the face. 

Subject was demanding to know her where abouts that everning.  Victim's 

daughter attempted to stop the alleged assault and was pushed away by the 

Subject.  Officers arrived and encouraged victim to file a protective order; she 

refused.  Victim was treated for injuries. Subject was arrested. 

DA declined to file charges
Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-109 DPO I

Petty Theft

Sworn Subject allegedly shoplifted a purse from a retail store.  Subject was on 

her cell phone and states she was distracted when she left the store with a 

handbag over her shoulder.

DA declined to file charges due to 

insufficient evidence
Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-110 DSO

Domestic Violence

Sworn Subject was involved in a physical altercation with her husband after 

her husband would not let her see text messages on his phone.  Subject 

allegedly hit and slapped her husband several times and tore his clothes.

DA filed willful infliction of corporal 

injury charge.

Pre-trial hearing pending
Pending resolution of criminal case Pending

C-111 DSO

Law Enforcement Contact

Officers had a warrant to conduct a search at the Sworn Subject's home.  

Marijuana was recovered at the Subject's home.  Other people at her home 

were arrested on drug charges.

Subject not arrested and was

not Subject of search warrant
Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-112 DPO II

Possession of Illegal Substance/Paraphernalia

 

Sworn Subject was pulled over for not wearing his seat belt.  Officer made 

contact with Subject and smelled a strong odor of marijuana emitting from the 

Subject.  Subject denied he had marijuana in the car.  Officer searched the 

vehicle and recovered a glass marijuana smoking pipe with unburnt marijuana 

in one end.

Police agency claimed to have 

submitted case to DA. DA did not 

have record of receiving submission. 

Police agency did not re-submit case.

Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-113 Food Services

DUI

Non-Sworn Subject was pulled over for weaving from side to side on the 

freeway and nearly striking another vehicle on the road.   Subject failed the 

Field Sobriety Tests and was arrested for driving under the influence of 

alcohol.  BAC results were  .17 and .17.  

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI
Early Settlement Agreement offer for           

5 day suspension
OIR concurred with Department action

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-114 DPO I

Disorderly Conduct (Peeping Tom)

Sworn Subject is accused of disorderly conduct.  Subject admitted in an 

interview with officers he had been peeking through a woman's apartment 

window for a few months.

Subject pled "no contest" to 

Disorderly conduct
Administrative Investigation pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

C-115 Non-sworn employee

DUI

Non-sworn Subject was cited for driving under the influence and released by 

law enforcement officers.
Subject pled "no contest" to reckless 

driving with alcohol consumption
Pending

OIR recommended Early Settlement Agreement 

for 3 day suspension

C-116 Food Services

DUI

Non-Sworn Subject was pulled over for speeding. Subject admitted to officers 

he was intoxicated stating, "I'm drunk, I know I am drunk...You do what you 

have to do." .  Subject refused to perform the Field Sobriety Tests and breath 

test. Subject informed Department of the arrest. 

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI Pending 
OIR recommended Early Settlement Agreement 

for 3 day suspension

C-117 DPO I

Soliciting Prostitution 

Sworn Subject reported that he had police contact when law enforcement 

raided a massage parlor for prostitution. Subject was not arrested or cited. N/A Pending OIR recommended Internal Affairs Investigation

5/8/2012 1:57 PM
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C-118 DSO

Battery on Person

Sworn Subject was involved in a physical and verbal altercation with a citizen 

over a parking stall.  Subject got out of his car to confront the citizen. Subject 

admitted he bumped foreheads with the other person and admitted to being 

overly aggressive.  

Pending Pending Pending

C-119 DSO

Domestic Violence

Sworn Subject was involved in a verbal dispute with the father of her child 

over visitation rights. Subject was not arrested.  Police report suggests that 

the Subject was the victim.  There was no evidence that the Subject violated 

any law or Department Policy. 

N/A Pending OIR recommended that the case be closed. 

C-120 DPO II

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over for speeding (50 mph in 30 mph zone).  

Subject failed to successfully perform Field Sobriety Tests.   Subject's blood 

sample however resulted in a BAC less than .08.  Subject failed to timely 

report the incident.

DA declined to file case due to 

insufficient blood sample.
Pending OIR recommended Early Settlement Agreement

C-121 DSO

Discourtesy

Sworn Subject was stopped for a traffic violation. As officers approached the 

vehicle, Subject accused the officer of racial profiling  then told the female 

police officer, “I hope you f***ing die bitch” Subject also allegedly told the 

officers to fix his ticket. 

Pending Administrative Investigation pending Pending 
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C-122 DPO II

DUI 

Sworn Subject was pulled over for driving on the double yellow lines.  Officer 

detected the odor of alcohol emitting from the Subject's breath and person.  

BAC results were .09 and .09.

Subject pled "no contest" to reckelss 

driving with alcohol consumption 
Pending OIR recommended Early Settlement Agreement

C-124 DSO

Driving with a Suspended Driver's License

Sworn Subject was involved in a traffic accident. Subject was rear-ended by 

the other motorist.  Subject was cited for driving with a suspended license. 

Case Dismissed

(Subject showed proof of valid 

license)

Pending Pending

C-125 Clerical Support

DUI

Non-sworn Subject was pulled over for not having a license plate on her 

vehicle. The officer asked the Subject a series of pre-field sobriety tests 

questions. Subject admitted she had consumed two bottles of beer before 

driving.  Subject then failed the Field Sobriety Tests and her field breath tests 

resulted in BAC of .14 and .15. Based on the field sobriety tests, BAC results 

and admitting to drinking, Subject was arrested. 

Pending Pending Pending

C-126 DPO II

Burglary

Sworn Subject  was involved in a dispute with a tenant.  Subject allegedly 

burglarized the detached garage of the property in dispute for which the tenant 

has a rental agreement.  Subject also allegedly stole items from a vehicle 

located inside the garage.

Pending Pending Pending

C-127 DSO

Shooting Intruder 

An intruder broke into Sworn Subject's home.  As the intruder ascended the 

stairs, Subject fired his gun striking the intruder twice.  The intruder survived 

and is being charged with Breaking and Entry.  The Subject was not arrested 

and was not charged criminally.

N/A Pending Pending
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C-128 DPO II

Manslaughter

Sworn Subject was driving down the street when a drunk pedestrian ran into 

the Subject's vehicle.   The pedestrian was pronounced dead. Pending Pending Pending

C-129 GSN

Possession of Marijuana

Sworn Subject was pulled over for a traffic (moving) violation. Upon contact, 

the officer smelled the odor of marijuana emitting from the Subject's vehicle. 

The officer recovered a baggie of marijuana from the driver's seat. Subject 

admitted the marijuana belonged to him. Subject was arrested.  

Charge of possession of marijuana 

while driving dismissed after Subject 

showed proof of completion of 

Narcotics Anonymous meetings

Pending Pending

C-130 DSO

DUI

Sworn Subject was pulled over by law enforcement for a traffic stop for 

weaving through lanes.  Officers smelled an odor of alcohol and Subject failed 

the Field Sobriety Tests. Officers determined that the Subject was driving 

under the influence.  Subject did not submit to a field breath test. Blood 

sample (BAC) was .18.

Subject pled guilty to DUI Pending OIR recommended Early Settlement Agreement

C-131 GSN

DUI

Sworn Subject was involved in a traffic collision.  A DUI investigation 

determined that the Subject was under the influence of alcohol.  Subject was 

cited and released.  Subject's Field BAC was .17 and .16.

Subject pled "no contest" to DUI Administrative Investigation pending
Pending

Blood Alcohol Content DUI Driving Under the Influence

City Attorney GSN Group Supervisor Nights

District Attorney SDPO Supervising Deputy Probation Officer

Deputy Probation Officer SDSO Supervising Detention Services Officer

Detention Services Officer

GLOSSARY

DSO

BAC

CA

DA

DPO
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